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Biden calls tor cap insulin
costs at State of the
Union—but this won’t
lower diabetic patients’
costs anytime soon
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The news: At his 2022 State of the Union address, President Joe Biden included healthcare

agenda items such as capping out-of-pocket costs for insulin at $35 a month.

Why this matters for the Biden admin: Capping the cost of insulin would help prevent drug

prices from continuously rising, a factor that is driving poor medication adherence and

contributing to massive healthcare costs for the US.

Nearly 30% of US residents say their prescription drug out-of-pocket costs have increased
over the past year, per a 2021 GoodRx survey of over 1,000 US adults.

Delaying med refills or skipping prescriptions worsens chronic conditions, which could

magnify the billions of dollars the US spends on treating it.

Trendspotting: Health consumers are turning to drug discount entrants like GoodRx and

Mark Cuban’s drug discount platform to avoid paying for marked up prescriptions.

Drug discount platforms often provide members with lower prices than their insurance out-of-

pocket costs:

GoodRx isn’t the only platform providing low drug prices, though:

For context, a stalled piece of legislation (The Build Back Better Act) would cap insulin costs,

but only for Medicare patients.

Skyrocketing prices have led many (18.7%) adults to delay their re�lls after running out of
their prescription.

Some (11.5%) have stopped taking medication altogether due to high costs.

About 90% of the US’ $3.8 trillion in annual health expenditures is spent on people with
chronic illnesses, per the CDC.

GoodRx claims it beats the average insurance copay 37% of the time for its top 100 most

prescribed drugs.

For example, Omeprazole (used to treat acid reflux) typically costs $13.34 with an insurance
copay—but costs just $3.36 with GoodRx.

Unlike other digital pharmacies, Mark Cuban’s new direct-to-consumer online pharmacy

MCCPDC posts exactly how much customers are paying for their discounted drugs, including

a breakdown of manufacturing, markup, and pharmacy labor costs.

https://chart-na1.emarketer.com/246512/changes-out-of-pocket-cost-of-prescription-drugs-according-us-adults-feb-2021-of-respondents
https://chart-na1.emarketer.com/246207/changes-medication-adherence-due-prescription-drug-cost-according-us-adults-feb-2021-of-respondents
https://www.cdc.gov/chronicdisease/about/costs/index.htm
https://www.goodrx.com/corporate/news/prescription-drugs-cheaper-goodrx-vs-insurance-copays
https://e.insiderintelligence.com/click/26524643.636/aHR0cHM6Ly9jb250ZW50LW5hMS5lbWFya2V0ZXIuY29tL21hcmMtY3ViYW4tcy1kcnVnLWNvbXBhbnktbGF1bmNoZXMtb25saW5lLXBoYXJtYWN5LXBvd2VyZWQtYnktdHJ1ZXBpbGw/5e8b5eb420475c789d211317B32788d29
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What’s next? While Biden’s calls to cap insulin costs could boost medication adherence and

cut overall costs, there’s no guarantee Congress will pass his agenda. And it’s likely political

gridlock could slow the process down.

For example, US presidents’ State of the Union agendas aren't always addressed by

Congress: Obama and Trump both had a year of their presidency in which Congress didn’t

pass any of their agenda items, for instance.

So, it’s likely it’ll take time for the cost of insulin to be capped across the US. In fact, we

suspect consumers will continue flocking to the likes of GoodRx and Mark Cuban’s pharmacy

this year to avoid lofty co-pays and hunt for the lowest possible prescription prices.


